Meet the Financial Council
Alex Huseman

Hi. My name is Alex, but some people call me Huseman. I'm a first-year Architecture major and I like King Cake. .........................You better get to know me now because Sue and Chanamon are probably going to kill me for not writing a bio.

If I had a million dollars I would: Invest it and make more
What I love about ASA: Everything
I'm obsessed with: Architecture
If I could have a super power, it would be: to render instantly
I have a phobia of: The Human Centipede
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: umm... can I have a polygamist relationship with the top 5
Si Señor is: acceptable after 2 all-nighters in a row
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a portkey
Catchphrase: "Don't worry about it."
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff Lau, because who doesn't want to be Momma Lau

Sam Cheang

Hi my name is Sam and I am currently a freshman in CIT. I lived in California when I was a kid and moved to Taiwan when I was 7. I'm super boring and my hobbies include playing computer games, listening to music, shopping and sleeping.

If I had a million dollars I would: retire and buy everything
What I love about ASA: the friends!
I'm obsessed with: sleep
If I could have a super power, it would be: invisibility so I wouldn't have to deal with annoying problems
I have a phobia of: dirty stuff
Si Señor is: lots of bad food and high, blazed workers
When I'm stressed out I: work more efficiently
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a koala. They have the perfect lifestyle of sleeping and eating
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: my laptop
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff
**Sissy Henriquez**

Uhh I was born July 6. I’m from New York City. I like to dance, play basketball and eat a lot different types of food. Uhhh... I don’t know what else to write... oh! My favorite color is purple!

If I had a million dollars I would: pay for all my college loans
What I love about ASA: Everyone
I’m obsessed with: BACON
If I could have a super power, it would be: eat bacon without getting fat
I have a phobia of: falling
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: Tae Yang (Don’t judge)
Si Señor is: so fattening
When I’m stressed out: I eat...
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a white Siberian tiger
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a helicopter
Catchphrase: “If you’re not laughing, you’re not living”
I would switch bodies with board member: ......?? your mom

**Soyeon Park**

Hey guys! My name is Soyeon Park. I usually go by Soy but feel free to call me soybean, soy sauce, soy milk etc... I am a freshman Fine Arts major and I’m from Long Island New York, but I also spent 7 years of my childhood in AUSTRALIA. I love to meet new people... and bake. So feel free to come out to CAKE POP MAKING on Thursday nights. Hope to see everyone around!!!

If I had a million dollars, I would: not mind being a fine arts major.
What I love about ASA: the people
I’m obsessed with: cake pops mmmmmmm
If I could have a super power, it would be: teleporting
I have a phobia of: sharks
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: HUGH JACKMAN OMG <3
When I’m stressed out I: go to my friends
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: weird...
If I were to trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a jet
Catchphrase: “EAT IT!!”
I would switch bodies with board member: Deanna
ASA SKI TRIP
2012
The Bus Ride....

(NOMNOMSNOMS... (deliciously prepared by Justina and Jeff))

On the Slopes...
Old Board & New Board Dinner